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This thesis examines initially the relevant scientific studies to the effects of the visible
light on the man, with a follow-up on a critical analysis of the D.Lgs. 81/08 in matter
of protection of the workers from the optical craft cancellation (ROA). In the end it
defines the guide lines to the luminous planning of job atmospheres. From studies of
COMMISSION INTERNATIONAL DE ECLAIRAGE (CIE) it has turned out that the
lighting system has repercussions to visual level, it moves them d biological on the
individual and it represents one of the fundamental parameters in order to guarantee
the visual well-being.

This last one can be obtained arranging the quality of the lighting system with the
comfort visual, that it depends from the characteristics and the distribution of the
light. The effects of the light on the health can be of photochemical nature, due to the
phantom of ultraviolet (the 100-400 nm) and to the visible phantom of (400-700nm),
and the thermal one, had to the infrared spectrum (700 nm-1 mm) and to that one of
the visible one.

A cohabit of thermal and photochemical effects is found in the visible phantom,
particularly between the 380 and 520 nm defined “blue light” that is emitted from
luminous sources of common use like: lamps to fluorescence, lamps HID and lamps
to metallic haloids.

The Italian norm, through the D.Lgs. 81/08 supply limits, measures instruments and
classifies luminous sources craft based on the health hazard of the exposed
individual. Such norm previews the respect of the values limit of exposure of artificial
to the optical cancellation, ROA, in reference to the injurious effects on eyes and
cute.

The ROA is comprised between 100 nm and 1 millimeter and it is subdivided in not
coherent optical cancellation, that it comprises UV, VIS, and IR and coherent
radiation for the laser.

The values limit of exposure to ROA, coherent from the biophysical point of view, can
be calculate by means of formulas brought back in attached the XXXVII of the D.Lgs.
81/08.
The risk assessment, according to the D.Lgs. 81/08, are based on:
1) Acquaintance of sources, in order to take a census sources ROA and to acquire
the data, to use the classification of sources second the specific technical norms or
the conformity to technical standards allows the “justification” (art.181, codicil 3). It
justifies herself, that is to avoid the instrumental measurement, for the equipment that
belong to the category 0 according to the standard ONES EN 12198:2009 for blot
some to them, lamps or systems of lamps, also to technology LED, classified in “the
Free” group from norm CEI EN 62471:2009. They are considered free: the lighting
system standard for domestic use and of office, the monitor of computer, display and
photocopiers, lamps and trusts of luminous signaling, and analogous sources, also in
lack of the aforesaid classification, in corrected use conditions can be justified.

2) Acquaintance of the expositive modalities, location of the typologies of sources,
the modalities of employment and the places in which they are operating and to
acquire the times of permanence, the distances and the modalities of exposure and
the eventual photosensitivity of the worker exposed.
3) Execution of the measurements orchestrates them the technical norms.
4) Execution of the calculations, from the technical data obtain the width for the
comparison with the limits.
5) Comparison with the values of Attached the XXXVII of the D.Lgs. 81/2008.
Currently the references for the measurements of the not coherent ROA are: ONES
EN 14255-1: 2005 for UV, ONES EN 14255-2: 2006 for VISIBLE and INFRARED,
ONES EN 14255-4: 2007 for terminology and width to use in the measurements. The
D.Lgs. 81/08 regarding the ROA appear limited because of the complexity of the
demanded procedures of measure, and of the absence of indications on the
redevelop participations.
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